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vision quest
inspired by balinese architecture, a contemporary southern california
residence opens up to capture sweeping vistas of the pacific.
w r i t t e n b y joanne furio

p h o t o g r a p h y b y grey crawford

interior design Audrey Dunn and Ladd McRae Lambert, McRae Lambert & Dunn
architecture Christian R. Light, C. J. Light Associates
home builder Chris Walton, Prestige Builders
bedrooms 2
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bathrooms 3

square feet 2,462

L

ocation, location, location. This phrase typically applies
to real estate, which in this case does involve a stunning
waterfront property in a Southern California coastal
community, but it also has to do with the meticulous

placement of architectural elements within a new home and its
guesthouse to allow for the best possible vistas of the silvery Pacific.
“The idea was to have a cohesive, seamless indoor-outdoor feel,” says
Audrey Dunn, who, along with Ladd McRae Lambert, designed the
interiors. “The owners didn’t want anything to obstruct their views.”
To that end, full-height mahogany pocket doors enclose the living
room and then disappear into the building, opening the space
completely to the elements and creating a bare corner devoid of any
post or beam. From a strategically placed location at the kitchen
island, the wife is able to chop vegetables, look in on grandchildren
in the living room and visitors in the guesthouse lanai, and see the
waves of the ocean beyond. Along the way to arriving at this vantage
point, she asked the designers to create a fireplace mantel that would

Designers Audrey Dunn and Ladd McRae
Lambert worked with architect Christian R.
Light to give a Southern California house an
indoor-outdoor feel. The living room connects
to a patio furnished with a dining table and
chairs from Restoration Hardware and a
bench and lounge chairs from Kingsley-Bate.

increase her view by 6 inches. The designers obliged on the small but
important detail, not solely because the homeowner was the client,
but because “she was very creative, very clear in her vision and very
much a part of the team,” says Dunn.
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For the homeowners, being so involved in the creation of the twobedroom house and guesthouse represented a chance to get it right.
For about a decade, they had put up with the quirks of a 1970s

The multifunctional media room is appointed
with an Alex sectional sleeper by Mitchell
Gold + Bob Williams and a Melina Woven
dining chair by Terry Hunziker from David
Sutherland Showroom. The sideboard is from
Z Gallerie, and the Hansel Natural Iron lamp
is by Arteriors Home.

residence that previously occupied a narrow 30-by-90-foot lot. After
A glass railing reveals the
geometric form of a floating
stairway and allows a view
from the kitchen to the lanai’s
mahogany cabinetry beyond.
The gridded window, from
Custom Window Design in
Oceanside, is also trimmed
with mahogany.

buying a neighboring parcel of the same size, they were able to tear
down and start from scratch. Because they love tropical locales—they
own a residence in Hawaii and frequently trek to Bali—“they wanted
the laid-back aesthetic of the tropics in a contemporary beach home
with a Balinese feel,” says Lambert.
That same direction guided architect Christian R. Light. “The owners
had a very clear contemporized Balinese feel in mind,” he says. “So we
were all on the same page from the beginning, which made for a very
luxe interiors
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“THE IDEA WAS TO HAVE
A COHESIVE, SEAMLESS
INDOOR-OUTDOOR FEEL.”

The covered lanai provides additional living
and entertaining space. McRae Lambert & Dunn
designed a custom fire pit that was fabricated by
Prestige Builders and Dave Ochoa Installations.
The seating is from Restoration Hardware’s
Belvedere collection, and the granite
countertop is from Marbolis.
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smooth, fun process.” Typical Balinese architecture incorporates wood,
white plaster walls and stone floors. Light achieved the same aesthetic,
yet with materials that lent a “cleaner, more refined, modern application,”
says the architect, who worked with mahogany for the doors and trim,
limestone floors and Venetian plaster walls. Because of the fine materials
and the simplicity of the design, “the work required a higher level of
execution due to the lack of components that are often used to hide
standard construction irregularities,” says builder Chris Walton.
Dunn and Lambert chose new furnishings and designed custom pieces to
better complement the spaces. Furniture with curvilinear shapes (such as
the Princess chairs by Gina B & Company) and soft edges (like the custom
sectional) were chosen to offset the rectilinear nature of the house.
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With ocean vistas in mind, the 16-person
infinity-edge spa is encased with glass
railings and cantilevers over the lanai. The
chairs are from Restoration Hardware’s
Santa Barbara collection, and the side tables
are made from vintage Thai rain drums.
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“There’s so much wood in the home, we wanted to vary the textures,”

The designers laid out the master bedroom in
a way that would match the first-floor views.
A Bonaire chair and ottoman from Palecek,
purchased through Witford, stand near the
fireplace, which is flanked by Hubbardton
Forge sconces. The carpet is by Fabrica.

says Lambert. Hence the selection of Melina Woven dining chairs by
Terry Hunziker in the kitchen and a rattan Infinity coffee table by Palecek
in the media room. Because the home is so open to the elements,
indoor-outdoor textiles—for example, the Holly Hunt velvet on the
custom living room sofa—cover all the main upholstered pieces. “We
wanted everything to be user-friendly,” says Dunn.
The result is not only that, but also the culmination of a talented team
Concealed roll-down shades provide privacy
and sun protection in the stairwell, which
offers a gallery-like space for pieces
from the clients’ collection. Artifacts the
homeowners picked up during their travels
to Indonesia hang above the open space.

and the clients’ singular goal. “The owners had real life experiences to
draw from, they knew what they wanted, and they made themselves
available to participate in the design,” says Light. “That made it easy for
us to make their dream a reality.” L
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